Ti And The Magical Key: Where The Sky Is Born (2)
The search for the magical keys, all part of the ONE KEY that will ensure everyone's happiness, continues. After finding the first key in an abandoned temple, the young boy Ti and his friend, a 95-year-old sea turtle, must escape Kukulkan, the god of the wind who wants to steal it. While trying to solve the riddle that will lead them to the second hidden key, Ti and the turtle encounter many dangers and delightful friends. Meanwhile, Kukulkan is plotting to have all the keys in his possession in order to become the most powerful and dangerous god of all.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book continues Ti's search for the magical keys. Following the clues, his journey takes him to the place where the sky is born. He is not aware that Kukulkan - the god of the wind - and his allies are monitoring his progress...With Ti and the Magical Key: Where the sky is born, Dana Popov continues the suspenseful story of a young boy ordered to search the magical key. Ti and his new friends are believable and lovingly described. It is a great story about friendship, suitable for children aged 6+. The story has a very pleasant flow, cute drawings assisting the plot line. Ti and the Magical Key: Where the sky is born is a very enjoyable read - not only for children. What I especially liked is the Pronunciation Guide - a great service for readers who like to pronounce names (and/or words in general) correctly. This is for you and/or your children if you like children's adventures and/or folk tales with a slightly educational touch. Highly recommended.
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